Abstract nouns are ideas or concepts - things that you feel or think about.

Circle the abstract noun(s) in each sentence.

The force grandma needed to open the jar was beyond her capacity.

You have lost my trust.

With a little effort, kindness can become a habit.

Natalie has the ability to do well in the exam.

Her courage was admirable for such a young person.

I have this great idea for our vacation.

The autumn chill is causing some discomfort.
Abstract nouns are ideas or concepts - things that you feel or think about.

Circle the abstract noun(s) in each sentence.

The **force** grandma needed to open the jar was beyond her **capacity**.

You have lost my **trust**.

With a little **effort**, **kindness** can become a **habit**.

Natalie has the **ability** to do well in the exam.

Her **courage** was admirable for such a young person.

I have this great **idea** for our **vacation**.

The autumn chill is causing some **discomfort**.